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Abstract 

Much o) the literature on the impact of NGOs on politics and 

democratization in Africa relates to their potential for 'pluralizing civil 

society1 as suggested by Michael Bratton (1989b). However, this assertion 

has not been adequately demonstrated. This paper seeks to demonstrate 

thi proposition by examining organized efforts by Kenyan NGOs to lobby 

for their own 'enabling environment.' in response to the introduction of 

lhe Controlling NGO legislation. The NGOs si-ccesses in this arena, I argue, 

ir • milestones in defining state-civii society relations in Kenya. 
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Introduction 

<ver tho last tw decade; there has been growing evidence of the inability 

of the African state to deliver m its development promise. Indeed the 

state in Africa has variously been described as 'weak' or 'soft? — in 

other words, unable to pursue its objectives. Progressively, the 

proposition that the post-independence African state is indeed the problem 

and the inhibitor of social, economic, and political development has become 

the common view among students of \frican development. This amounts to 

a turn-around in development theory that previously held the state to be 

the ultimate purveyor of development in Afric.,. Phat th-K shift, has taken 

rrxt in the current thinking on development it suggested not only by the 

expansive literature on the demise of tne African stab and the ascendancy 

of 'civil society' but also by the policies 01" donor agencies arid 

development practitioners. 

fhus, in the study of political development wo have come full circle 

from the statist argument*? of the lab 1960;-, and 1970;:. For example, the 

previous concern with the ability of nowly independent states to govern 

(and develop) their populations (Huntington 1968) has evolved into the 

present occupation with the legitimacy 0} stated in civil society (Hyden and 

"•ratton 1992). The serious and largely successful challenges faced by 

formerly 'strong' (autocratic) states from their citizens ( for example, in 

Eastern Europe and batin America) have thrust the question of 

democratization to 'he fore in the study of political development. The 

prevailing wisdom hold? that to institute governments anchored in 
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prevailing wisdom holds that to institute governments anchored in 

democratic institutions and ethos such as accountable y and transparency 

{euphemistically referred to as 'good governance'), it is necessary to have 

an active and developed 'civil society which would hold the state to 

account .in various arenas. Civil society is defined as the collection of 

organizations in society 'hat exist apart from the state and are situated 

across all classes and interests and which seek to represent and advance 

these interests (Stepan 1938). Among the organizations that are said to 

compose civil society are Non-Governmental Organizations, private voluntary 

organizations, churches and other religious bodies as well as associational 

and professional bodies. • 

Non-governmental organisational (NGOs) oat essentially be. defined as 

organizations that . >•>.: > ore-tit ub 1 outside the state but that act in the 

public sphere The ve'-v generic :ur.' all-encompassing term — non-

governmental organisation — is derived from the fact that, historically, 

state or government organizations have been the ones discharging public 

duty or public, policv. Actors doing the same outside government can best 

distinguish themselves by adopting the seemingly negative definition. 

Local self-groups, voluntary or non-profit organizations, community groups, 

youth ir women clubs, erhnic ot professional associations, national and 

international research institutes cm all be counted as NGOs, NGOs 

therefore consist of a variety of very dissimilar organizations that are tied 

together by their public duty and by not being part of government. 

(See other discussions in Kanyinga 1993; Brarron 1989b; Powlei i n 

the development field, the NGOs that focus on are those 



t • --i r.' ..I vsi -.-I' . is development k (cons nun it v development, 

environment, agriculture ttc ) . 

The Political Context of NGOv m Africa 

In his seminal work on civil s c i< ty and as- ociational life in Africa, 

Michael Bratton (1989a) argves that i . is ihes< organisations in civil society 

thai may Mid the kej to democratization. From the evidence available as 

early as the 1980s, Bratton could or'.'ue that "voluntary organizations are 

already becoming more organised and more assertive" in challenging the 

authoritarian state in Africa (1989. : 112!, This proposition also lesides in 

the empirical work of others. For instance, Larry Diamond (1988) offers 

perhaps the boldest conclusion that the "pluralism" ol civil society in 

Africa "has become the cutting edge of the e f fort to build a viable 

democratic order" (p. 20, cited in Bratton 1989a). However, Bratton who 

reviews the evidence adduced in a number of works is Jess assertive, 

choosing to restrict his bolder statements to the effects of the expansion 

(pluralism/plurality) of ivo .<-.-ooi< ty oi -tate-society and to leave aside the 

larger "question of democracy (which) is more vexed" (p. 430). 

Alan Fowler f 1991 b i looks specifically at NGOs in Africa as part of this 

civil society but finds them incapable of contributing to democratization. 

1'Ovlei cites a number of reasons that make NGOs unable to advance the 

olitical liberalization agenda in African countries. One is especially 
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important here. H" argues that the project financing mode that is the 

norm with NGOs involved in development work hardly features 

"emancipatory" issues ( for example, land reio-m or empowering 

underprivileged groups) but instead focuses on "modernization" projects 

( for example, small business credit, helter for the poor, and family 

planning) (p. 70). This leads to a situation where donors finance NGOs 

"for what they do — implement projects — rather than what they can be 

— politically pluralizing entities" (p. 74). Fowler therefore advocates for 

a more deliberate e f for t by donors to strengthen civil society, especially 

by supporting advocacy and internal democratization of NGOs via 

transparency, accountability, and institution-building. According to Fowler, 

the democratization ef fect of NGOs must be "consciously" sought and not 

expected to automatically 'spin o f f from NGO modernization projects (p. 

78). 

This oapt-r aem<>n:--!,ratt?:. 1 h • ct'.nbar,ionf. o! NGOs in expanding and 

strengthening -ivil society in Kenya. 1 examine organized efforts by 

Kenyan NGOs to lobb. for th. > own 'enai.din; 'Environment' in response 

to the int roduction of c n t i ; Ho Nun legislation. The NGOs' successes in 

this arena, I argue, are milestones in defining state-civil society relations 

in K< uya. i propose factor tnat may have facilitated the NGOs' measured 

success and also point to >t-hoi area.1: where jimilar efforts by organized 

actors might b^ fruitful. My findings, ire largely based on close 

examination of internal records of the NGO lobby group (the NGO Standing 

Committee) that document the manifold actions undertaken by NGOs in 

regard to the legislation introduced by the Kenya government it i930. 
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dMW substantially f M i both draft (aoma verbatim twordings) and final 

reports of the p-txvedings o; the V:. ; lobby's national workshops, except 

for one that I was- abit '.••> ••el^no m ; who a- repot . is ye! t.o be released. 

Wherever possible I have verif ied the information from these internal 

documents with nt-w.-o > t reports and private conversations witli NGO 

>ificials not i.re- iiy involved in the actual lobby ef forts (e. g. the Green 

belt Movement). One ot> aous HrawL v..k in my met hodology is that, for a 

variety of reasons. I ha\ yet to interview government officials involved 

in the lobby efforts. 

NGO Growth and Growing Political Tensions with otat.es 

The growing presence .-.nd capacity of NGOf in all sectors of development 

and their 'overtaking1 African states in some instances du^ to the 

lessening capacity of the latter t.as put the two on a sure collision course. 

As Fowler (1391b) points out, NGO activities which tend to overshadow the 

state will tend to bf viewed as direct eh d!o< >;» t.o b "imperatives of 

statehood" — territorial hegemony, security, utonomy, legitimacy, and 

revenue (p. 57; [See also Young 1988]). For most post-independence 

African states these 'imperatives' have been anchored to their ability to 

deliver development' and are therefore endangered by its eroded capacity 

to do so or by the presence of ..Iternative suppliers. This is especially so 

• ince in many instances NGOs have spread out to all corners of their host 

countries in pursuit >f their goals. Thy- has at. t imes taken I hem to the 
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most remote or most str i fe-torn regions where their host governments m ' ' 

not have secured these "fonperati /ea of statehood" (for example northe' 

Uganda or southern Sudan). For this reason African governments ha" ' 

come to view NGOs as socio-economic assets but also more warily a s 

political challengers who: > benevolence needs to be directed in order iin' 

to undermine the state. 

Governments in Africa are therefore concerned about the growth wt 

NGOs on two political counts: .1) because they constitute a network 01 

resourceful- organizations that are growing more autonomous of the stafe ' 

g and Z) because they have the potential to change state-society re'lations 

in the grassroot communities they work in (see also Bratton 1989b). On 

their part, NGOs have exacerbated these concerns somewhat unwittingly by 

overtaking the state as the sole or prime development agent — especially 

by penetrating areas that the state has been unable or unwilling to reach. 

Some NGOs have also taken boJd actions to challenge state policies or 

actions, especially those relating i. > the administration of development aid 

and political reforms. Moreover, the decline of official aid to states in 

Africa and the more recent withdrawal or conditionally of the remainder 

has not endeared NGOs to states which view them as competitors. The 

ensuing 'political jealousy' has led governments to various attempts to 

control NGOs and their resources in the name of preserving their national 

sovereignty. 

f According to Bratton (1989b), African governments have at to:. '•••: 
1 

control NGOs through monitoring, coordination, co-optation, 

dissolution. Anion: these controls only dissolution wcub 



undermine their capacity for graaeroot en poweraent* However, as Bratton 

observes further, dissolution has been .1 rare control method since it 

entails an immediate less of resources as vve.il a. ..favorable image for 

the country as an inbospit. w.»le lo.v,ti-.-ii U-r MGU wort. Within the lesser 

controls there is ample latitude to pursue work that may still influence 

; t.ate-scanty rep-die,.;., i, h. ' . alio i he constraints. indeed, this .is 

lie general atmosphere i hat s'Oe have worked in <o< most of the last, 

decade in Kenya. 

In Kenya the government has responded to the NGO political 

challenges by effecting the NGO Coordination Act of 1990 which seeks to 

monitor and control N--0 neb o- r.. f'b., h-giste ion has itself been a 

contentious i-uie vnd ;s the focus of tins paper. Similarly, in 1989 the 

Ugandan gov.--? amen I inl.-oduced shall u- lee-i.--.lat o >n that placed NGOs under 

its internal affair.-- sccve' •-• Prior n •• h : ti-' .'gandon government had 

in 1987 outlawed ' u.-->. «i radios by NGO.i for cross-country 

communication (Weekly )• - v.- w /une 1". '992) Moreover, the Zimbabwean 

government shut down operations of the massive, indigenous NGO O'RAP 

(Organization of Runl ti.M for V «-ogre'..••.; v> b'ch wis operating in the 

troubled Matabel.dand ••gioa. (ftratton l9;-'9b, p. 9 79). Other cases of 

d'."ican go /••rr.i:..-.r!t- •• ham Vug dow-, a, NGOs ar I which were ostensibly 

precipitated cbaho o. • -, to the "ivperaf i /i - of the ;tate" can bo found 

in Ethiopia 1985), Suda:- • i':37; Zambia Tanzania, and South Africa 

(Bratton 1989b; Weekly - eview Jen'-. 1992). 

There is nevertheless a conscious e f for t among regional NGOs to 
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pursue greater advocacy work towards altering the life conditions of their 

grassroot communities. This include-".; efforts to "exercise greater 

leadership in addressing the negative aspects of poucy and unsatisfactory 

institutional settings within which they -vork . . . (and) . . . to challenge 

the structures of impoverishment that keep their constituencies destitute* 

(NGO Task Force 1991, p. 5), Furthermore, they assert, "as professed 

supporters of the marginalized and the disenfranchised . . . NGOs have the 

moral mandate and responsibility to channel grassroot perspectives and 

concerns to policy formulations" (sic) (p. 5). 

However, NGOs find that their host governments are less receptive to 

this kind of 'development'. In many instances, governments have 

instituted control mechanisms fas above) to contain such advocacy attempts 

y NGOs. >ne of t tie overriding issues for NGOs in Africa has therefore 

b( en the need for greater autonomy from the state to choose and to 

pursue thee devtlopu ent objectives. : iced by a hostile state that has 

denied t hem an "enabling environment" N'GOs are evolving a collective will 

to assert themselves as is evident in their bokl resolution that: "NGOs roust 

be prepared to challenge state activities which they find inconsistent with 

the interests of their constituency, as well as oppose legislation and 

administrative stops which undermine their autonomy and participation in 

the development process" NGO Task Force .1991, p. 7). tfGOs in Africa are 

therefore keenly aware of their 'pluralhdng' role in civil society. 

The next section examines efforts by Kenyan NGOs to "sat-. d" 

their working environment against an encroaching state. Thi : 
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s> id to have eontribut *<j to shf-oing the itatc ••civil soc i t t j relations or, 

in other words, to 'pluralising' civi j society. 

Searching for an Enabling Environment m Kenya 

Like many other countries in Africa, Kenya had few controls on NGOs prior 

to the late 1980s. But as the number of NGOs and the amount of 

development resources they controlled grew, the government sought to 

'coordinate* them to ensure their activities were compatible with its own 

development elan-,. As we have seen, a nft in the prevailing development 

theory was primarily responsible for the phenomenal expansion of the role 

of NGOs in development. I'he clearest signs of this shift were the increase 

in the number of NGOs, the amount of resources they brought into 

developing countries, and the channelling of substantial official aid through 

NGOs and away from states. Moreover, as the financial position of African 

states ha? worsened with cutbacks in aid and declining economies, their 

demand for alternative resources to secure their position through political 

patronage has increased, with this, the need to control or direct the NGO 

sector and, therefore tap into its substantial resources to support state 

patronage, has also increased. 

as < arly a;; 1986 the Kenyan government was concerned about the 

b u r g e o n ' N o ' j sector. By then the government was well aware of the 

•'oh , .u aonoi preference for NGOs o ,.r developing country governments 
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as agents of development administration. And all indications at the time 

suggested this trend would continue unabated, especially as the age of 

structural adjustment programs dawned on the country. Recognizing that 

NGOs would set their own priorities which may collectively prove to be 

diverse and wayward from its own development plans, the Kenyan 

government sought to 'coordinate' and direct them towards its own vision. 

Thus, a ranking government official remarked to NGOs in 1986; 

Wh^n you have 350 or so bodies ali active in one aspect or other of 

a country's development, you run the danger of losing sight of the 

main challenges of development and much duplication of effort. , 

Whore resources' a'-e limited, as is the case in this country and 

other third world nations, to be meaningful, development must 

involve ul-'iunlrig the utilization of available resources to achiev 

agreed social and economic goals I.Oyugi ;986, p. 5). 

l be solution was the'-efo^e 'plarm.ng in oiS .i', i. e. coordination. 

This coordination was to be effected by requiring all NGOs to liaise with 

t.iie Iocs' District Dove! ''•pm«-'n( ' • .iinnd-b'eR (DDC> which were ostensibly the 

grassroot dta ision-making bodies. ffow< -er, in re:;lity DDOs were 

effectively controlled by the central government: the committee 

membership was restricted to politi ians from the single-part; (KANU) a. d 

chaired by the District Commissioner \ he <s a presidential appointee u n d e r 

the docket Provincial Administration and Internal Security. 1 o 

such DDCs that NGOs were rt tui-cd to ilear then projects as 

At i lie national level they were required to clear the came v,th 

ministries, especially the Treasury anci Planning ministries in order that 

these may be noted in the government's developm , . record {Republic of 

Kenya 1989. In effort this meant. I at. N'.-O projects would become 

'government' projects making them potential pork for political patronage. 

While these h.dtial ove r ture wore couched in the language of 

'coordination' for the s-.ko ' development, their origin in the Executive's 

arm overseeing internal security rather than development planning was 

foreboding. (The speak r quoted above was the then Permanent Secretary 

in the Office of the. President in charge •>! Internal Security, arguably one 

of the most powerful officials nl time). Indeed, it was not long after 

that in 1987 the largest indigenous women organization, Maende'leo yn 

Wan&wake — w th its immense resource..; and a grassroot. network of 

thousands of self-help groups country-wide — was annexed by the single-

party which was then synonymous with the state. 

A more public statement >< the ."ovei nmenfs intentions to 

'coordinate' the growing NGO presence came in 1989 when President Daniel 

arap Moi announced tint th-; government would create a directorate to 

coordinate NGOs and ensure their activities were compaiiolo with the 

.rational interests (Th • Stnxvda.-d, Octobei 24; 1992). Previously, tne 

President had also made the explicit call that future NGO funding would 

have to be channelled through the government (Daily Nation, September i0, 

• J3Sh And in Decembei the same .• oar, Vie underlined his commitment to 

reign in NGOs by charging that some NGOs Were involved, in "subversive" 



activities (Daily Nation, December 14, 1986/. Moi's call for greater sfa , , ? 

control of NGOs bad snowballing but somewhat erratic effects. In Janu;ari 

1987 NGOs were required to register with the Treasury, but 

government circular was sent to only seventy NGOs whose addresses5 l t 

knew. This itself was a major indication of the government's lack ® 

control over the sector with over 400 operating NGOs. The informat:Km 

required in this registration included names of senior officers, p.roj(ect 

location, and source of funds and projected expenditure from 1986 to 19!®^ 

Thereafter the registration of new NGOs was severely restricted as we're 

services traditionally of fered to the sector, for example, duty-free impo/L' 

of equipment and entry/work permits for expatriate staff pending t h e 

» « u t cjic otrectorate (Daily Nation, August 19, 1988; Fowler 

1 ->91a). 

Meanwhile, the NGO <. ->miun' was itsei? well aware of its 

uncoordinated state and tne adverse- effects this had on its shared goals. 

Their sectoral disarray was well reflected by their duplication of work, re-

inventions of solutions, and a general lack of information exchange (KNCSS 

1989). A more important indication of their disorganization was the fact 

that less than half of them were members of their umbrella body, the 

Kenya National Council ol Social Service- in existence since 1963 {KNCSS 

1989). This . ituation was partially a result of the different arrangement.-

under whici NGOs could operate in the country which gave iher diO> n' 

legal identities. Most NGOs were registered under the Sociciv 

were placed under the Ministry of Oulture ai t Social Services — 

K.N0SS umbrella body. However, many others operated under th-
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Act, the Trustee Art, or under other protocol arrangements with the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs or Ministry of Planning, Moreover, their 

privileges and services "were administered by scattered agencies such as 

the r!Bmis;r;v'•'•:) mo .'epartmenl s. This situation made it difficult 

for NGOs p-Mveiv>; ieui as one community. 

NGC discussions on coordination climaxed in late 1989 in apparent 

reaction to f' .r< o1:-' n Aoviceni'vit^ and current movements in 

government in<- ma tin tl r work was underway to establish the NGO 

director;.ie u; :'• «•• n • : gisiation > • Njiru 1989, p. 6). In a 

1989 sen ner - . i r tin KNOSS and the institute for Development 

Studies, one o! ti;i< , "ilicy tesearcb arms of the University of Nairobi, NGOs 

came up with pr.' os o 1 how beat to coordinate their activities and 

facilitate their ie do rm of work (KNOSS 1989; Waruhiu 1989). These 

proposals we e lat.. r } res<nted by the KNCSS to an inter-ministerial team 

working on t. .<0 nr.:. la lion. Tins team brought together the traditional 

ministries in. sived r, N'.'O work and development planning and the now 

ubiquitous ' 1'ice o! • Pres. ' . 

At the -ve •..•• on the ground highlighted for the 

government the ois.-ai imperative of controlling NGOs. The most 

[prominent of these were ooti ighi confrontations between the government 

and tw s. > ~ th» Nal tonal Council of Churches of Kenya (NCGK) and the 

Green r 5. > doer., the m d forceful calls (such as the 

Pres.a • di bh < .:G< coordination iri 1986 were made ostensibly 

opposition to the queue-voting method 
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introduced by the single-party KANU for both its in-house and the 

country general elections. The NCCK's stand against KANU was roundly 

condemned by party stalwarts who called for more stringent controls on 

both local and foreign NGOs (Omoro 1986). 

An even more f i e ry confrontation between the government and the 

Green Belt Movement may have triggered off the concerted efforts to reign 

in the NGO sector in Kenya. In 1989, the KANU government cordoned off 

part of Uhuru Park, the only puiblic park in the center of Nairobi. The 

purpose was to build a sixty storey media complex that would have been 

the largest, structure of its kind in Africa. The Green Belt Movement 

vehemently opposed this project as environmentally unsound since it would 

destroy one of the surviving green spots in the city and would also deny 

thousands of city residents then recreation facilities. The NGO proceeded 

to sue the government and lobby the project's external financiers to drop 

their sponsorship of the complex unless the environmental implications were 

adequately addressed. Predictably, these actions provoked the wrath of 

the government and in and out of Parliament the party politicians, 

including the President, condemned the NGO and called for its de-

registration and for more stringent controls on NGOs in general (see Daily 

Nation, November 9-24, 1989).1 

This confrontation pushed NGOs into the political limelight and their 

'coordination' becaim an even more urgent concern for the government. 

Behind the scenes, in > rather unremarkable event in a single-party state, 

the Office of the Pi esident personnel hijacked the drafting of 
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legislation ^Fowler 1991a; MGOSO Memo 1991). From the subsequent Bill it 

was clear the KNCS3 commendations presented to the inter-ministerial 

panel working on the MGl legislation had been largely sidelined. Moreover, 

from the various inconsistencies and inadequacies contained in the Bill, 

legal experts were of the considered opinion that it was not the work of 

experienced legai draft-persons and was hurriedly drafted to respond to 

the political exigencies of the day rather to the need to facilitate NGO 

development activities iJaffer 1991). 

In November L9:»0 the NGO Coordination Bill was published and 

introduced in Parliament, but suddenly withdrawn without reason. It was 

re-introduced in December, a few days before Parliament would adjourn for 

the long Christmas recess. Within two days, the Bill had been rushed 

through the -equired readings, debated, and passed. It now only required 

Presidential assent, to become law. In the parliamentary debate NGOs came 

under severe criticism for over-running the country and 'operating 

outside the system1 — essentially challenging the system where the single-

party state was the supreme authority and development machine. None of 

the recorded contributions espoused the positive contributions NGOs make 

to the country's development nor the need for coordination to facilitate 

their work which was the government's official raison detre for the 

legislation. The common theme of the members' contributions was the need 

to 'control' NGOs, a d especially their finances. In his concluding 

remarks the then Mir ?ter of State who moved the Bill, Hon. Burudi 

Nabwera. staten: "Once i Board is established no NGO will be allowed to 
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operate outside the system. If an NGO engages in activities inimical to the 

country, it will be de-registered. An organization like Green Belt Movement 

will be expected to plant trees and not engage in other (political) things" 

(Daily Nation, December 14, 1990). 

Although fundamentally flawed, the NGO Bill went some ways to fulfill 

the expressed wish of NGOs for an institutional framework for their 

operations (see especially KNCSS 1989; Waruhiu 198S). First and foremost 

it provided a sing e law that would govern the whole sector, rather than 

the varied legal regimes under which they operated. It thus gave them 

a recognized legal status, with a standard legal definition as corporate 

bodies. i t also established an executive directorate, named the NGO 

Bureau, which would oversee t he administration of the NGO sector including 

registra ion and :oo dination: an NGO Board which was the governmeht/NGO 

policy < i d decision-making body (to which the Bureau was the executive 

directorate); and a National Council of Voluntary Agencies that was the 

recognized body for NGO self-government. 

Despite these seemingly laudable provisions NGOs were extremely 

alarmee by the Bill. They saw it not as an enabling piece of legislation 

that, would L'acilitate their work but as one that would control and 

constrain their work. The parliamentary debate on the Bill had betrayed 

the government's int. »ntions to control NGOs in the name of coordination, 

This was further bor e cut by the specific provisions of the Bill. The 

composition of the N'GC Board was heavily in favor of the government; the 

powers, of the Board ere wide and far reaching; the operations c-f 
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Council (the NG self-governing body) were not independent from 

government interference; the Minister in charge of the NGO sector was 

granted absolute powers and no recourse to the courts was provided; and, 

the administering authority was under the internal security and not 

development planning department (see Republic of Kenya 1990). While the 

NGOs were "amiliarizing themselves v ith the Bill, the president granted his 

assent thus making it iaw in January 1991. What remained to make the law 

operational was the drafting of subsidiary legislation (rules and 
< 

regulations) and a notice f commencement by the Minister in charge. 

The NGO Reaction to the Legislation: 
From Disorganized Apprehension to Organized Lobbying 

As NGOs continued o talk to each other and express their concerns, there 

was a need to bring them together to share views and be educated on the 

new law. The institute for Development Studies (IDS)., which had long been 

involved with NGOs and government in research and policy matters and 

had been •instrumental in the 1989 KNCSS workshop on coordination, 

organized a seminar in February 1991 for NGOs to familiarize themselves 

with the new law. This seminar was attended by over 130 NGOs and 

ranking government officials, including one who later became the Executive 

Director of the new NGO Coordination Bureau. 

The purpose of the seminar was purely to educate the NGOs on the 

Act, it- requirements, and its implications for their work. Neither the NGOs 

nor JDS policy analysts harbored any illusions that they could press for 

changes favorable to NGe Indeed, Alan Fowler, one of the foremost 
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observers of the NGO scene in Kenya wrote in an aide memoir to NGOs: 

"Given the parliamentarians response to the Bill it is highly unlikely that 

it will be repealed 01 amended on the basis of strong NGO lobbying. A 

more important tnd practical response therefore, is to try and influence 

the regulations defining the actual operation of the Bureau . . . " (1991a, 

p. 5). However, the NGO discussions revealed deep and widespread 

displeasure with the Act and sought more fundamental changes than 

influencing the rules and regulations. While conceding the Act was an 

attempt at resolving many issues raised by NGOs themselves in their 1989 

KNCSS report, the NGOs argued vehemently that the government's 

legislation was 'controlling' rather than regulatory or 'facilitator y' 

(NGOSC Concerns 1991, p. 3). 

Among th major concerns expressed by the NGOs at the meeting were 

the following: 

1. The Government'8 intention: the intention of the Act was suspect. 

While it vv.'S couched in the language of facilitation and coordination 

which wor' welcome goals, the Act actually controlled and constrained 

NGO. through rhe Board whose membership was heavily weighted in the 

government's favor. 

2. The Minister's absolute power: The Act bestowed absolute power on the 

minister in charge in determining the affairs or NGOs such as 

registration, de-registration, duty exemption, work permits, etc, 



appeals were to be made to t he minister, whose decision would be final. 

M ' mm -it. to w oUi: to courts of law was provided. 

\ 

Re^isti .1 ' f'e: iod: The required NGOs to renew their registration 

certir" a! * -v ••> five ye n , In ef fect this limited the life span of 

NGOs to five years . t a time. NGOs felt this would adversely affect 

their operations, especially planning and resource procurement. 

Moreover, there was no guarantee that new terms and conditions would 

not ' - Lnt-. Iuc< d ax the renewal stage. 

De-regis d don The .of empowered the Board to suspend or de-

ret s.o>r an -GO "or r!ie acti >ns of its off icers. NGOs felt this would be 

too punitive since ci sing ,ic*n an NGO would have widespread adverse 

effects, and tc lo so on account of an individual's action was 

excessive. V o there was no formal mechanism for appeal except to the 

Minister — essentially to the same government that would have 

'appreher ieci, prosecuted, and punished' the NGO. 

'it-

Self-Government: The Act provided for the establishment of the 

Nations] Council o;' Voluntary Agencies (presumably to replace the 

K S S ) *hose membership would be limited to the f irst 100 NGOs whose 

re g strati on was approved by t he Board. This Council would then draft 

dde of Jooduct to he approved by the minister and binding for all 

'v-'V, f#-;t the Council should be elected by nil NGOs and 

ien. ;crt.ti. pri \ ' j >llow< ! in its operations. Its decisions should 

;ou.re .' hrr approval J'rom the government. 



5. The relations, rights and obligations between the Board and the Council 

needed to be clarified. 

6. Financing the Law's Operation: The memorandum accompanying the Bill 

had explicitly stated that the exchequer would not incur any additional 

expense Tor the administration of the law. The NGOs wanted to know 

if they would then be required to finance the Executive Bureau's 

operation Dt 

7. Transitional Arrangements: The status of previous privileges (e. g. 

duty exemption) as well as the operating status of many NGOs under 

protocol arrangements was unclear. 

ft. Definitions: Many of the Act's definitions wore vague. For example, it 

wn:? i • nclear whether churches and self-help groups, donor organizations 

without projects were classified as NGOs. (See NGOSC Concerns 1991). 

The 130 .NGOs at this February workshop resolved to press the 

government to examine these concerns and rectify the legislation and at 

the sar -? time educate otner NGOs in the country about the adverse effects 

of the la\/. Given he nebulous legal status that the new legislation left 

the KNCSS in, ' :<? NGJs constituted themselves into an NGO Network — a 

loosely >r>:aru^ed body with the sole purpose of discussing NGO concerns 

regarding ' h. Act and rr.akng representations to the government. To 

facilitate this goal, .ho Network elected a 10-member NGO Standing 

Committee (NGOSC i vith the mandate to make representations r.o the 



government on behalf of the Network members and report back to them. 

It is instructive to note that the 10 members of the Standing 

Committee included leading f igures in the NGO sector and representatives 

of major foreign and local NGOs, The leading personalities who also headed 

or represented large an ) influential NGOs included Ezra Mbogori — director 

of Ur ugu So' v i y of Kenya Dr. Njuguna N'fethe — director of the 

Institute for DsvelopJMnt Studios, Achoka Awori of KEN GO., and Dr^John 

Batten — airector of Action Aid in Kenya. Other influential NGOs 

represented Included the National Council of Churches of Kenya (NCCK), a 

leading proponent of political pluralism, the Aga. Knan Foundation, FEMNET 

(a women rights NGO), and Kituo aha. Sheria (a high profile legal advisory 

center). This Standing Committee was specifically mandated to refine the 

issues and concerns and resolutions of the Network and present them to 

the Office of the President; to make recommendations on the Act and the 

rules to be formulated; and, to establish dialogue wit.h the government in 

regard to the implementation of the Act to ensure NGO interests were taken 

into consideration (NGOSC Concerns 1991, p. 4). 

In March 1991, the NGO Standing Committee (NGOSC) met ranking 

government officials from various ministries led by those of the Office of 

the President and presented the NGO concern3 on the Act. The 

presentation included a document comprised of tho preliminary report of 

the Februa.: I'S/KGO seminar; a document enumerating NGO general 

concerns; a document detailing these concerns and recommendations on the 

Act section by section; and a draft Bill synthesizing the NGO suggestions 
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(see NGOSC Concerns 1991). In the four-hour long meeting at the Offi<ce 

of the President, the government officials sought to dispel any illusiorns 

that the Act would be amended and encouraged the NGOs to instep 

contribute to the rule-making exercise underway. However, in the ensuir1^ 

discussion and debate the NGOSC exposed many issues that the governmein* 

official conceded were legitimate and needed to be addressed (NG0SC/00)p 

Minutes 1991), Despite their emphasis that the Act was already operation.^' 

and that the q <ostio» c»f amendments was therefore moot, the government 

officials e encouraging signs that the government was committed 

further onsulta-.ioas with NGOs. Indeed, they strategically asserted th^ t 

this initial meeti ig was "continuation of government-NGO dialogue" anc^ 

by implication, that the NGO legislation was * urnHuH- rvf -r».c.T7-;.-v,,.-

of course, the NGOSC was aware this was the first such consultative 

meeting! (NGOSC/OPP Minutes 1991). 

The NGOSC reported back to the NGO Network in a second workshop 

held in mid-Ap 'i1 and again attended by over 130 NGO representatives. 

While most Network members commended the achievements of the NGOSC and 

were particularly appreciative of the government's willingness to dialogue, 

many expressed doubts that verbal concessions on the inadequacies of the 

Act would amount to much. They did not want their concerns dismissed 

as 'bumps' in the legislation that could be ironed out later; instead they 

wanted hem addressed n i ce concretely through amendments to the Act. 

The Network unanimous-lv agreed that the implementation of the Act as it 

stood would a.iverscb af fect their independence and operator 

consequently, • h.-.r si ot constituents. They would therefore pi 
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the necessary -cvr-ncmentj-- to correct the situation before the Act was 

implemented. To this end they resolved an>*l mandated the Standing 

Committee to request the government to: 1) delay the implementation of 

the Act until the NGO concerns were resolved: and 2) halt the drafting of 

the rules until these concerns were resolved (NGOSC Report April 1991). 

In addi' - . ' NGO ' w uid seel- the donors' position on the Act in 

order to find out if they could intercede for NGOs if current efforts did 

riot result in favoi able amendments. To this end the Standing Committee 

met representative;, of major ionor agencies (USAID, UNEP, UNDP, UNICEF, 

Ford Foundation, and the Uorld Bank, among others). The donor 

representatives expressed both concern with the legislation and support 

for the Network's efforts. On their part, the donors (through their sub-

committee on NGOs) urged the Kenya government to respond favorably to 

NGO concerns by making amendments to the legislation (Donor Statement 

1991). While NGOs would for the moment not request donors to lobby on 

their behalf, they would rely on them to back them up, especially in the 

event of a hostile government reaction, since "donors may facilitate further-

concessions without the need for NGOs, who are more vulnerable, to light 

more fires" (NGOSC/DA Minutes 1991, p. 3). 

Furthermore, there w is a need for alternative strategies to persuade 

the government to address NGO concerns ii present approaches were 

rejected. Among the suggestions made to the Standing Committee were the 

following: 
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1. Continue to hold a series of round-table talks with policy-makers to 

discuss the Act and make further representations. 

2. Push for a national forum at which the government would educate all 

NGOs about the Act; this would also give NGOs an opportunity to 

forcefully make their concerns known. 

3. As a. final option in direct dealing with the government, request the 

President to intervene. 

4. R( quest donors to lobby on their behalf since they have greater 

leverage, 

o. Institute court action in the form of 'an interpretation suit' that would 

deles trie ope rationalization of the act, 

6. We.t and see what happens with the implementation. (Some NGOs argued 

that the government would not be able to effect the legislation). 

7. If all else fails, and the Act is actually implemented, seek to influence 

the appointments to the NGO Board which was the central decision-

mnk'ng body. (See NGOSC May 1991, pp. 5-6). 

1'or a n •••ret of reasons most of these options were abandoned as 

being oo confrontational (2, 3, 4, &, 5) or likely to be too late to achieve 

much 13, 6, & 7) The Network had consistently eschewed confrontation 

and preferred low-profile lobbying of high ranking officials. 
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option open therefore was lobbying as they had been doing (1). Lobbying, 

they collectively reasoned, "was a legitimate activity that should be 

under)^ken without fear and that it should be carried out from a wholistic 

(sic) . u wl-'ch entaih u: ili.'.ation of all possible ways and means to 

achieve underlying objectives" (NGOSC Report May 1991, p. 8). 

1 f.*i !| - i ex; ,nd< !• b„vi] ; e f for t , the Network resolved to 

expand 1: em! •• of 1 h ft J OS C from 10 to 20. The enlarged 

StandirOommitt".- ilso divined into three sub-committees with 

specialized tasks in; L) liaison with the government; 2) public education; 

and 3) ruie*- at" regulations. fhe Liaison sub-committee had the 

responsibility of making' representations to the government. The Standing 

( omn.itlc" vas now mandated to expand its lobbying contacts from only the 

Office of th President to the attorney General Chambers, and Parliament, 

l'he NGr 3C would continue to hold consultative meetings with government 

repres'-itat1 'er -•i to pursue ^GO concerns "as diplomatically as possible" 

(p. 8). The Public Education sub-committee would work to educate donors 

and oti r NGOs ane h particular the public on the implications of the NGO 

Act. This would be don through direct contact with donors and NGOs and 

a medi-i "-nm-aign high, gt ing NGO contributions to development in Kenya. 

The Rules and Regulations sub-committee would work on the Act's 

subsidiary legislation proposed by the government to ensure they 

addressed NGO cone-ins as r< f leeted in the NGO version of the Act. 

In the meantime, ti e NGOSC. contacted the Off ice of the President and 

informd the Permanent Secretary (PS) of the standing concerns of 
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members of the Network. In late May 1991, the NGOSC received positive 

indications from the P3 that the government was indeed "taking their 

observations seriously . . . (and) drafting the appropriate miscellaneous 

amendments to make (the NGO working) environment even more harmonious" 

(Republic of Kenya 1991a, p.l). These amendments, the communication 

stated, would be tabled in Parliament as soon it reconvened. At the same 

time the PS took the opportunity to discourage NGOs from "donor lobbing" 

as this would be detrimental to a harmonious working environment (p. 2). 

The NGObG duly communicated these positive overtures to its constituents, 

the Network, an tne lobbying took a lull as they anticipated the 

pubhear ot the amendments. 

He vever- he.:> in September 1991 the government published the 

Miscellaneous Am.r- 'cRm Bid which included the intended amendments to 

the NGO Act, NGOs were shocked. Very little of their concerns had been 

addressed in the proposed amendments. Only three amendments were 

considered imo a t. ,.s. by NGOs: 1) the requirement that NGOs should renew 

their r.• istratiori every r> years was dropped, thus granting NGOs 

corpora 'e a tat us vv, h perpetual succession; 2) the provision that the first 

100 NGOs registered would form the NGO Council was amended so that they 

would (. • ly fo -m .a interim council. (The Council's name was also changed 

to the diotial Conn. >. > X>-, .ot Voluntary Agencies); 3) the Board's 

power to 'suspend* was retracted but not the greater power to de-

registei an Nu ). Th, other lajor amendments suggested by the NGOs 

were completely udestepped. 

An urgent th .-d ra io ial orkshop for the NGO Network was hur edly 



convened in October 199! nt which over seventy NGOs were represented. 

While express'-n;.; appreciation for the concessions already made by the 

government, the Network did not hide the fact that it expected and would 

pres? or more amendments Problems such as the absolute powers of the 

minister, the Board's composition, registration and de-registration 

requirements, and the question how the Bureau's operations would be 

financed were yet to be adc.iv-ssed. Furthermore, adding urgency to the 

situation the gov > iment pre;, ntod lh:? Network with the draft rules for 

comment — which indicated the government's intention to proceed despite 

the outstanding NuO concerns, 

Reaiizine, th&:. dialogue -.vich the (office of the President had not borne 

fair fruit, the NGOSC had to turn to the Attorney General's office which 

would move the amendments in Parliament and could possibly see the 

necessity of addressing the NGO concerns. In its meeting with the AG, the 

NGOSC expressed the network's dissatisfaction with the published 

amendments which foh short of their requests and were disappointing in 

light of what had seemed to be very positive indications from the highest 

levels of the -resident's Office. The NGOs therefore indicated their 

intention to pursue more vigorous lobbying especially of lav/makers in 

order to e sure more favorable amendments were passed. The AG on his 

part reiterated the government's commitment to providing an 'enabling 

environment' to NGOe ar d promised to 'slip* the overlooked amendments 

into th-. Amendment Bill when it was tabled in Parliament (NGOSC Notes 

1.991 Giver, .hat in the single-party state whatever the AG tabled in 

Parliament would pass in its entirety, this undertaking by the AG made 
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lobbying lawmakers an unnecessary high-profile tactic that the NGOSC 

dropped. The AG't promise was duly communicated to the Network 

members. 

to hen the Miscellaneous Amendment Bill was tabled in Parliament in 

December 1991, the NGOs were once again shocked that it did not include 

their suggested amendments, and was passed as it had been published. 

The AG had been 'unable' to slip in the more favorable NGO amendments. 

I t seemed that ail e f forts to lobby for changes in the Act had fallen on 

deaf ear - and the NGOs had ordy been able to achieve very limited results. 

The NG »« were •"•articu lardy incensed by this turn of events given that 

Kenya was undergoing fundamental changes towards political pluralism that 

was exceeded to ''per, up 'civil society' (NGOSC Report February 1992). 

Indeed, throughout the lobbying period the single-party regime was 

slowing irumhlbag under the onslaught of multi-party advocates. Moved 

by sporadic riots and the suspension of aid by the Paris Club in November 

1991, the Kenya government repealed the section of the Constitution that 

outlawed opposition parties in December 1991. NGOs therefore saw the 

recent developments regarding the NGO Act as contradicting this new 

phase of political reform. The besieged condition of the single-party 

dictatorship may also have emboldened NGOs to challenge it to retract one 

of its more overhearing laws. Furthermore, the network had received 

funding and othe" support h om major donors (UNDP, Ford Foundation) to 

set up a secretariat. »n 1 to underwrite the c ists of the continuing lobbying 

extrcis' . Tnis donor • ipport well as the government's Own reeug; • i:."->> 

of the Network as tin :;<? r-icto rei-resentative of NGOs went a 
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institution ni.̂ e ind strengthen it in its Lobby ef forts. 

J N'GOS- 1 fo'-e called another urgent meeting in February 1992 

for s t '.iss tht recent developments and map out a new strategy. 

At the ;>.irth national workshop over 200 NGOs were represented — 

sugge.-ting t,he growing concern at the recent turn of events. In this 

charged atmosphere, the NGOs radically changed their accommodative stand 

of lobbying for amendments: they now sought to have the law repealed 

a I. tog e" ft i '•' rt' • • s : refused to contribute to the draft 

subsidie.i-y 1« v:. tea • ad r e .-'ived for comment from the 

government arguing tnat it was uveloss to make rules and regulations for 

i<-4b! r; . • e. . . . .s. •• • \'.ly .-.wed. i his collective decision to reject 

the legislation war prompted b> the governments own negative response 

to NGO representations and was duly communicated to the Office of the 

President and the A ; 'orney General. The NGOs resolved that the Network 

would from then on be their If- governing body (much like the interim 

Council the legislation provided for ) and would also come up with an 

alternative .ct and . ttenoant regulations as well as a Code of Conduct. 

The NGOs however reiterated their commitment to their non-political and 

diplomatic app -oae: in their lobbying ef forts. The NGO Standing Committee 

communicated to the government the Network's outstanding concerns and 

strong i soiudcrr vet also r.ade clear that it would continue to pursue 

dialogue and v.as. waiting a response from the government. 

However in June 1G92; NGOs were once again thrown into panic as the 

government, without forewarning or response to the latest NGO overtures, 



public hed the Rules accompanying tl e NGO Act. This was yet another sign 

that the government intended to implement the Act before the outstanding 

NGO c : ricerns were resolved. The government's intentions were soon 

confirmed, by a ga?;ette notice published thereafter by the minister in 

charge announcing the oomme icement of the Act on June 15th 1992. 

The NG; Stan g Commr tee was seemingly outpaced by events but 

wa« quick to react* In an advertisement in the national dailies, the NGOSC 

urged all NGOs in ' de ' etvork not to register until they attended the next 

(sixth) woi ksho.j to b.j held in the first week of July. The NGOSC also 

invited the Permit lent Secretary in the Office of the President and the 

Attorney General to address NGO representatives at this crucial meeting. 

And ii par dlel dispatch;-;, to all NGOs the NGOSC reiterated that NGOs 

should not register and highlighted the dangers of the legislation as it 

stood, especially the absolute powers of the minister, the lack of recourse 

to the courts, and the registration requirements that included such 

personal info^mathai aa spouse's names. 

nil- c NGOSO call to hoy col registration was presented as 'advice 

i, leiay' uni i the July mee ing, ii, was nonetheless a call to boycott. The 

Network had • or ir.giy crossed tlv threshold to confront the state. 

Go vet V !U it e tic. 3 w 3 re "surprised" that the NGOSC was "concerned" 

that they . a . g. ahead to implement the Act despite outstanding issues 

(NGOSC Internal Memo J 992). Apparently, the senior government officials 

could not, relate a th concern over the unilateral an 
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imple '.> : a'i. !i of • ne Ac — v .<• predominant modus operandi in the single-

party it • i'" ic i > in reaction to tl ensuing furore, some 

government departments that of fered services to N'GCs (such as the 

Treasury and immigration departmc nts) referred ail matters regarding NGOs 

to the Office af the President Meanwhile, many NGOs expressed grave 

concert ; .. ; . ,.»«. . ' 1 «-.;t'on and solidarity with the actions 

of the lSGOSC. similarly, ' f l e d g l i n g opposition parties were solidly 

beta.id ! . X' b ' ' d. • . soj. T!k don< community was equally 

taken -v. tci; b> v . 'o> - »;••• unii.itcr.d decision to implement the 

dispul • i ie-1> :!c . 1 . 'eei uiy sc. sin t the donors' Dub-

commit ! < j<i NGuf had made representations to the eovorniaent regarding 

the Ac il s- ut.ht t be in- ; id e 'n th • governinent-NGO dialogue but had 

yet. to -ee.ee , v pore > >n."-r ; g'v eies and home country embassies of 

foreign NGOs called in the r NGO I ders for consultations. ?or instance, 

the Bre.bih High Commission-r . mv^ned a meeting of ten major British 

NGOs > consult, with ier «bout the situation. Similarly, (JS arid Canadian 

NGOs, ;;uu dcuc-i s such -«..; me ONDP mei, for similar consultations (NGOSC 

Minute July 1992: "GOSC July 1992; NGOSC Internal Memo 1992). 

. V•'• '-ii.'î  ' ,b >"h national workshop, the NGOSC presented 

a draf, of then- alternative legislation, the Private Voluntary Organizations 

Act as n aite native t . thr. j}GO Act. This was unanimously adopted by 

the Network for presentation to the government as the basis for future 

dialog,>e (NGOSC Ker>ort July 1992). Ne ther the PS in the President's 

Office nor uhe Attorney General ati ended this meeting to which they had 



boon invited to lain the government's stand. The AG however indicated 

he would be villing b meel d.e Standing Committee at a iater date. The 

Network resolved to re-start the stalled dialogue, but. called on the 

government to -a • eend rogistr -.tion for three months to give a chance to 

the new negotiations. Meanwhile, ail NGOs were requested not to register 

until forth'-r noticc from .ha Network. 

At the some ime, there were several undercurrents to enlist the 

foreign missions of major donor countries to pressure or lobby the 

government to reverse its implementation of the Act. Among the actions 

suggi od to tf -TGOSO • dudedr I; Requesting the ambassadors of Britain, 

bi i -fate orir. iny, aoa>; and the European Commission, as well as 

representatives of m< ltilataral bodies to request/press President Moi to 

rever. e ..lie t'o- -i on!':- deoisu n; 2) Individually and separately, those 

NGO leaders with peisonal access to the AG should be encouraged to 

'advi:;, ' him lh t aid t - Kenya would be frozen if the Act was 

in do • ni.ed; .0 ha' :f b September 1992 the situation nad not improved, 

NGO leaders should publicly announce a freeze in new projects in Kenya 

and request their home (or donor) governments to withhold aid until the 

gov i ten - ef.ed .. de ia.^n (Me. van 1992; NGOSC Minutes July 1992). 

While none 1 the 3 *hai d actios .-ere ever employed, they were 
* 

cons: -ie 'rd impor n »t possibilities to fail hack on if the stalemate continued. 

' he h'GC'SG sought and received audience wi h the Attoi 

an. resented him wi;h their P- 0 Act in August 1992. On his : 



made it eb ar that the government would not reverse its decision and that 

all NGOs were required to comply with the law as it stood and register 

immediate' t . - won1 1 re no extension in the registration period. The 

AG howe'. " ' .-». ok t. • a' the NGOs' greatest outstanding concern 

that the minister in charge .had absolute powers and they had no recourse 

to the courts. He would therefore advise the government to provide for 

appeals to !•<• Hig1 Court. • ah- to: lertook to advise the Government to 

place the administration of the Act under a ministry other than the 

Ministry of State/ >• -a of '? " p idee (NGOSC/AG Notes 1992). 

' hes- late e •- ••!'.,t • re f ruit as the AG tabled and Parliament 

passed atr idr •: d., tc ' y. i 1 , u, est. 1992. The most, important 

amendment pro v. 1 • r . .->(V ; v;e High Court a- the l dual arbiter of 

dispute, hi > aGOr: v i : *-.<• 1 >••• • r he Board. Furthermore, the 

NGO membr-shlp en tee B d - v? i'rom f ive to seven, representing 

one-third h r tx .; ' . i. anbai of .ae ibers. (Thin, would give NGOs 

greater voce in the Board but little possibility of marshalling a majority 

since most of ' V n ••»- i i ' nben • 'U:d he senior government functionaries 

and it was no' n ."-d -. u < • "dons would be by simple or extra-

ordinary majority .-.'hi:-• the \e would still to be administered by the 

01 fice of th- .;'i n i , o d stressed that the government had made 

these ne-A :ha: . iu .d faiLh and lefl the door open for further 

consultation and action in the future. 

Giver th" -:e • nti * •• •volopments the NGO Standing Committee 

reconvene' the • • k ; se- erddi national workshop in October 1992 
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> to reappra ise the situation and especially to reconsider 1) whether to 

register or to contl:-ue .ho boycott, and 2) whether, having resolved the 

most contentious is sues, they should cease to lobby. On the question of 

registration most members agreed that the most pressing issues had been 

resolved nd the.y could now go ahead and register. (Indeed, they had 

obtained favorable .amendments :n five crucial issues). However, there were 

still more that needed to be pursued, including the less contentious issues. 

For instara the regulations accompanying '.he Act still needed to be 

reviewed since Lb' NfGOs had nor. contributed to their formulation. (The 

Network had bo.; -jotted to contribute to their formulation after the 

government passed the minimal amendments in late 1991; see above). More 

important, the NU.i did net. want to stop here; they still objected to the 

legi bat r: rat s ..-u-h1 'o nave i- repealed altogether. This, they asserted, 

was 'hoc ',;tiii<te aim .nd -h^uld be pursued tirelessly. However, in the 

meantim. as much reform on the listing legislation should be sought 

(NGOSC r.eport October 1992). 

By 'ho md of '.992, the government, had made good on its promise to 

respond to store of the NGO concerns and had revised the subsidiary 

legislation, including the gazetted forms, For instance, the more 

objecti able r ^.u-. rents tor personal information from the head officers 

of NGOs (such is pouse names) were dropped. Also where detailed annual 

budgets eu1 sourc e- of fund ng -/ere required, estimates were acceptable. 

To be sure there a e many outstanding issues and concerns, but th • 

NGOSC >• satisfied the ohangos instituted so far and the government's 

renewe spiri Af cooperation th*.t bodes well for further reform a F 



charges are ant.cipated albeit at a slower pace. Indeed, in the eighth 

national wckshor held in January 1993, the NGOSC — eager to portray its 

own spirit Of goodwill — advised Network members to register with the 

Bureau. The NGOSC also directed its concerns on the more administrative 

aspect.! of ill-' . ion ;.o i he NGO bureau: for instance, the Network 

reque«; ; or >r. c m . - • • v • toe r : gist ration deadline from December 1992 

to March 199? ana for the continued recognition of the NGO Network as the 

interim Council until the NGO Council is constituted. (Both were granted). 

These moves h NGOs sugge-i their pragmatic acceptance of the NGO 

Bureau as a legitimate r ,cugh r till problematic body that they can deal 

with. 

Conclusion 

The limited success of Kenyan NGGs in combating the government's 

attempts to control and restrict their activities is an important contribution 

to t 

he expansion and strengthening of civil society in Kenya. As the NGO 

Network recognises, its achievements have "created opportunities out of a 

worrying situation (legislation)* in its own area of operations (Personal 

Notes 1993). Moreover, the NGOs now recognize that by establishing a 

strong anc truly representative NGO Council they can work to resolve the 

outstanding concerns in the Act. The NGOs' expressed goodwill has in no 

way diminished their goal to have the Act repealed altogether as is evident 
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from their resolutions and communications to the government. NGOS 

reiterate their endorsement of their PVO Act and its attendant rules and 

regulations and their commitment to "retain these proposals as the basis 

for ali future dialogue and registration" (NGOSC Report October 1992). 

The achievements of the Network can be traced to a number of 

factors: 1) the immense resources that NGOs collectively command and 

whose continued flow info the country the state wanted to maintain; 2) the 

organisational sophistication of the NGO Network, including the democratic 

and accountability values demonstrated in its internal decision-making 

leading to near-unanimous decisions; 3] the leadership provided by some 

of the more prominent NGOs and NGO leaders, mostly local Kenyans with 

access to and experience dealing with high ranking government officials 

(see also fn. 2); 4) the low-profile 'diplomatic', non-confrontational and, 

therefore, non-threatening approach adopted in the lobbying efforts; but 

also the obvious potential to boycott and withdraw from Kenya (see (1) 

above); 5) the support from major doners not only in funding the 

workshops and lobby e f for ts but also philosophically and, eventually, their 

readiness to take punitive action against the Kenya government; and, 6) an 

ailing single-party date encountering challenges from a myriad of places 

(donors, opp parties, and grassroot unrest). In particular, the 

international media focus on Kenya at the time may have encouraged the 

government to appease NGOs to avoid being isolated by donors whose 

interests were shifting towards the new democracies of Eastern Europe." 

All these factors contributed towards making the limited success possible 

in an apparently inhospitable environment. 
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More, -or, :r. its f o r s io job by for a more enabling environment the 

NGOSC cLd not restrict itse U denting with the seating government but 

had also approached ti-,e >or ••.••ilioi. parties prior to the December 1992 

elections. Indet.d, n\. th • T ;! society organizations that backed the 

NGO cause such as Kii'.io < err (legal advisory center) and the NOCK 

were also d the forefront or oppositional politics. In their joint, blueprint, 

for post- • v tic a ref~.i n:s, . e majc •• opposition parties had highlighted I he 

NGO sector a one of th at <-•>- 1 for policy reform in their first 100 

days in office. "he • , i to w> h he NGO Network had successfully 

'lobbied' those alternate governments was impressive: The opposition not 

only adopted the NGO language ana statements on the need for a more 

'enabling nvironmerd' but also undertook to repeal the NGO Act within 

the first two weeks of assuming office, and replace it with the Network's 

own PVO Act (Blueprint 19. 2). Unfortunately for the NGOs, KANU retained 

power m 1993 with a r .i'ortable majority in Parliarnc nt to hold its own. 

For the moment, the NGOs have had to make the best of a bad law by 

pressing for and accepting niece-meal amendments wherever possible. 

The amended NGO Act and the new spirit of goodwill that the KANU 

government has assured NGOs of, as well as the institutionalization of the 

Network and it. Standing Committee as organs of self-government and 

representation nave ,-ft HGOs m Kenya with a more hospitable working 

environment 'haa wo:n hav^ been tne case had the government proceeded 

with the original Act, By establishing itself as a strong and tested lobby 

group, the NGO Network has effectively expanded and reinforced the 

strength- evil .cietr /h vis the state in. K nya. More important, by 
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ensuring an "enabling environment" for NGO activities in Kenya the 

Networ ma. have made a crucial contribution to the democratization 

process by enabling NTGOs to pursue their development work unfettered by 

the state. 

Vac evidence adduced here supports the thesis that NGOs in Africa, 

as part of civil society, may contribute constructively to the 

democratizai.it.:- process. Indeed, the NGO efforts in Kenya have certainly 

alterr. the relations between the state and institutional members in civil 

society This lupport for Bratten'3 thesis does not however imply that 

Fowle — who argues nat NGOs are not, yet able to contribute to 

democratization — is mistaken. As is evident from the NGO Network's lobby 

efforts, ii Was their expressive commitment to democratizing their work-

space that pushed them to Challenge the Kenyan state. The 'Bratton vs. 

Fowh i ar> urn- ni may i prt sent such a chasm after all if one considers 

that M ndaams prevail) :< it. a particular spatial/time context have a. 

be ; . " i t ,on th< • nU c.mo f poiit m1 actions by NGOs. As I suggest above, 

the conditions prevailing at the time of the NGO agitation may have enabled 

them to aehiev - i • iortant concessions from the state. 

As regards generai political theory, the incident examined suggests 

that even in ci ons where e v i l society is constrained by a dictatorial 

regime press's . . cu; s that do not have political patronage from 'above' 

can extract important concessions from the state. This, however, will 

deper.i heavily cn 5iaain factors, namely: their resources, organization, 

voice, and, most importantly their leverage viz a vis the state. 
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importance of other actors and contexts (e.g. a crumbling of the regime, 

international pressure*) can be said DO relevant to the extent that they 

affect the above factors in the particular areas of contention. 

Finally, with this theoretical understanding one may be able to 

suggest a few areas where similar lobby ef forts may bear fruit in Kenya's 

mar, Iowa.-.; u a tier. i're^e ; r- y range from more obvious attempts 

to dismantle the state's hold on civil society (e.g. media) or on private 

enterprise whei" business also seeks an 'enabling environment.', to 

attempts, to influence specific policies much akin to American interest-group 

pluralism. For instance, media organisations in Kenya may adopt a similar 

lobby effort to ward off government efforts to muzzle press freedom. The 

recent for' "t on r.f an umbrella organization representing news periodicals 

thai Save uff re,. e: i.e.n: !ee suppj ession from the government is a 

sug-- >ti o move. "ii. ila.r;,v, the business community under the Kenya 

National Chamber if Commerce recently . owed to challenge a decision by 

the Kanya Posts and Telecommunication Corporation (a state monopoly) to 

double charges to, its international call services, peg them to the US 

Dohai and hack-date th m a month from the announcement day! Similarly, 

informal sector artisairs who along with kiosk owners and street-hawkers 

have . .ne b'-en barn-sea b-, aui.ho.i itiea have now formed their own national 

association to press for their interests, As such representative bodies 

eme.i _e and m. e a; I more are able to press for their interests and 

ach •« < ' j f'-.ui.*. c • • be. wii in turn be strengthened and expanded 

as t effe . • Jv.a .. against -fata suppression of groups and 

indi*. duals i !• enj •• 
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Endnotes 

The above confrontation8 were merely an indication of a much broader process 
of the state engulfing civ.i sorb tjr institutions as networks of furthering its own 
legitimation. Henry Kanyinga (personal communication, 1993) views these attempts 
at controlling NGOs as s continuation of a process that started in earnest in the 
ear1; 1 •'-'-'.• wh -v. ..»• s : oi -.vida'.e his power. An important, aspect of 
this- ' cordr : oeri •: /•..• v- abate' was the est.-iblishm.-ni of a single-party 
sup-.*emaey a; i .h; a' i • • ?xi?..i.jn£ civil society institutions such as 
ethnic e-. ̂ oe'o' is, i 'ia,.a d r» -.de in ion movement.., and the national women 
organizat tor'. 

Indeed, according to Henry Kanyir. ga some donors and donor governments had 
adopted a wait and - « attitude and binte.t that they would sooner move to 
Eastern Kurope than wor» ' •• i ho tile environment (personal communication, 
1993). Moreover, Kanyinga points out that some of the foreign NGOs initially 
involved in the lobby effort later withdrew citing possible repercussions on them 
if they were see-- as 'fighting their host state', This suggests that the local 
leadership in the Network was of extreme importance to the 'political 
correctness' and eventual success of the lobby ef fort . 

The. Ass~.sr; "'' c. .nd Jr. 'cpendent Press (AFTP) was formed in April 
1993 shortly after arro d police in-.'aded a Nairobi press that prints most of the 
recognizably an i-gov-' >• anei-; orrodicals, and dismantled the press. 
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